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               DOMESTIC CRICKET SEASON  2022-2023 

Job Profile –  

Cricket Coaches & support Staff - Punjab Men’s Senior, Under-23/Under-

19/Under-16 and Punjab Women’s Senior & Junior 

 

Head Coach - 

 

1. Shall be responsible and accountable for the duties as Head Coach of the Punjab Team 

during assignment. 

2. Teaching relevant skills, tactics and techniques and use a variety of instructional 

techniques and media to meet the needs and improve the abilities of players 

3. Manage and supervise cricketing activities, contests, and practice sessions to promote 

individual growth skills, teamwork, and good sportsmanship. 

4. Monitoring and enhancing performance by providing tuition, encouragement and 

developing training programmes 

5. Identifying strengths and weaknesses and advising about health and lifestyle issues 

6. Make available during the selections, preparations and coaching camps/practice 

matches of the Punjab Team. 

7. Will travel with Team to all places where the Team would play the preparatory/practice 

matches, participate in the Tournaments and all National level BCCI Matches. 

8. Will manage the Team during Inter State Tournament where the Punjab Team will be 

participating. 

9. Will conduct the seminars & coaching clinics for State Coaches. 

10. Reporting would be as per office orders of the PCA issued from time to time in this 

regard. 

11. Place of posting during this contract shall be at I.S. Bindra Stadium, PCA, Mohali. 

However, you acknowledge that PCA expects you to be flexible in terms of your place 

of work. 

12. Will be responsible for and assisted by support staff, as engaged by PCA, during the 

camps, practice matches and State Matches as per programme. 

13. To submit detailed report on performance, conduct and improvements required by the 

players to PCA after conclusion of the Season. 

14. Do not have any Conflict of Interest as prescribed by BCCI and adopted by PCA 

15. Any other assignments as allotted by PCA. 
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Physiotherapist - 

 

1. Shall be responsible and accountable for the duties as Physiotherapist of the Punjab 

Team during assignment. 

2. As Physiotherapist will assist players in rehabilitating physical problems caused by 

illness, injury through treatment. The responsibilities of physiotherapists 

include planning treatments, reviewing recovery, and conducting therapeutic exercises 

with players. 

3. Making assessment of player’s physical condition. 

4. Make available during the selections, preparations and coaching camps of the Punjab 

Team. 

5. Will travel with Team to all places where the Team would play the preparatory/practice 

matches, participate in the Tournaments and all National level BCCI Matches. 

6. Will assist the Head Coach to manage the Punjab Team during practice sessions, 

camps and Matches. 

7. Will conduct the seminars & coaching clinics for State Coaches. 

8. Reporting would be as per office orders of the PCA issued from time to time in this 

regard. 

9. Place of posting during this contract shall be at I.S. Bindra Stadium, PCA, Mohali. 

However, you acknowledge that PCA expects you to be flexible in terms of your place 

of work. 

10. Will be responsible for and assisted by support staff, as engaged by PCA, during the 

camps, practice matches and State Matches as per programme. 

11. To submit detailed report on performance, conduct and improvements required by the 

players to PCA after conclusion of the Season. 

12. Do not have any Conflict of Interest as prescribed by BCCI and adopted by PCA 

13. Any other assignments as allotted by PCA. 
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Trainer - 

1. Shall be responsible and accountable for the duties as Trainer of the Punjab Team 

during assignment. 

2. Develop a schedule to assess training needs. 

3. Consult with other trainers, managers, and leadership. 

4. You will be instructing players in the equipment and techniques of the sport. 

5. Assess player's skills, monitor players during competition and practice, and keep the 

Sports Development. 

6. Make available during the selections, preparations and coaching camps of the Punjab 

Team. 

7. Will travel with Team to all places where the Team would play the preparatory/practice 

matches, participate in the Tournaments and all National level BCCI Matches. 

8. Will assist the Head Coach to manage the Punjab Team during practice sessions, 

camps and Matches. 

9. Will conduct the seminars & coaching clinics for State Coaches. 

10. Reporting would be as per office orders of the PCA issued from time to time in this 

regard. 

11. place of posting during this contract shall be at I.S. Bindra Stadium, PCA, Mohali. 

However, you acknowledge that PCA expects you to be flexible in terms of your place 

of work 

12. Will be responsible for and assisted by support staff, as engaged by PCA, during the 

camps, practice matches and State Matches as per programme 

13. To submit detailed report on performance, conduct and improvements required by the 

players to PCA after conclusion of the Season 

14. Do not have any Conflict of Interest as prescribed by BCCI and adopted by PC 

15. Any other assignments as allotted by PCA. 
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